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star urges involvement
Mike Farrell, better known as
B.]. Hunnicut on televisicu’s hit
series “MASH,” spoke Thursday
night about another side of his life-
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saying the strikes were directed at
military targets in Libya.
There are thought to be more than
800 Americans in Libya, despite
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¢ citizens get out of the country.
Speakes also said that administra\ tion officials had succeeded in tying
Khadafy “very directly” to the attack
last week at the West Berlin disco, in
which an American soldier and a Turkish woman were killed.
“Speakes said U.S. officials had
“highly reliable” evidence that Kadaffy is planning future attacks against
American

interests

in

10 countries

. and considered the air strike a “pre* emptive” move.
'
Speakes spoke about an hour after
Pentagon sources had revealed that
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two U.S. aircraft carriers had left their
stations in the central Mediterranean

and had steamed closer to Libyan
shores. It was not known whether the

carriers were used to launch the air
strikes, and Speakes said, “I won't discuss much operational detail. The
planes at this moment are returning to
their bases.”
Speakes refused to rule out further
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military action against Libya and he
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declined to provide specifics as to
what targets had been hit. He would
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not say whether the carriers were in

striking distance of Libya.
Asked about the reaction of congressional leaders briefed in advance
about the operation, Speakes said
there was “general approval and certainly no major objection to the president's action.”
Reagan, he said, “ ... has been considering this for a period of time.
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the Khadafy activities.”
“In light of this reprehensible act of

violence and clear evidence that
Libya is planning future attacks, the
United States has chosen to exercise
its right of self-defense. It is our hope
this action will pre-empt and discourage Libyan attacks against innocent
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The Royal Family receives a lot
of attention from the American
public. Is this fascination because of
the romanticism of the Old World,
or is it that Americans
want a King?
See Page 2.

The baseball team lost three
games this past weekend while the
men’s tennis team cleaned up. See
Page 4 for details.

WEATHER
Today's weather will be clear
with the high in the mid 70s and a
:
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Mike Farrell

autographs a poster Thursday at the Student Center.

2 highs

churches and companies, read lots

rell’s political knowledge,” junior
finance major Ralph Wyman said.

of books and selective newspapers
and ask questions about the things

“It was good to hear from someone
who has had first-hand experience

Staff Writer

s

World and local hunger will be the
subject of a new interdisciplinary
course offered to TCU students next

fall.
“The
aim of the course is to investi-

gate the sources of world and local
hunger,” said Andy Fort of TCU’s re-

ligion department. “We will also discuss the prospects of ending hunger.”
Interdisciplinary’

courses

are

not

new at TCU.

‘We want people to be in
want to be in it. We don’t
because it is the ‘in’ thing
ANDY FORT,
TCU, which raised $20,000 in relief
funds.
Fort also serves as the chairman of
UNICEF in Tarrant County.
Fort said he began making definite
plans for a class on hunger about a

year ago.
With the help of Pritchard, he said

The courses were designed to offer
students an in-depth study in a speci-

fic subject, Roberta Pritchard said.
Pritchard, an instructor in the English department, has helped coordinate past interdisciplinary courses.
She said the courses are taught by a
variety of TCU instructors who relate

class lectures to their area of specialty.
The last interdisciplinary course TCU
offered was “The Nuclear Dilemma.”
Fort has a special interest in the
issue of world hunger. He was in

charge of last year’s Hunger Week at

his goal became a reality.
“It just seemed obvious to me that if
I was concerned about hunger, we
should have a course on it,” Fort said.
He said he and Pritchard sent letters last fall to various faculty members who had expressed interest in
helping teach a course on hunger.

Fort said the response was positive.
Fort and Pritchard said they are excited and pleased with the large number of departments that will be represented.
At least 10 different departments,
Fort said, will take part in the course.

Journalism testing
to limit enrollment
By Clay Cavin
Staff Writer
Future journalists interested in
learning their craft may encounter
problems before entering their first
journalistic writing course at TCU.
Measures sought by the journalism

journalists.

Newly established prerequisites for
journalism majors will require students to pass two tests before being
allowed to enroll in any journalism
class except “Communication in Society,” a multi-departmental course.
Previously, anyone meeting university standards could declare journalism as a major.
The two tests that now must be passed will change that.
The first test requires the student
to type a minimum
of 35 words a minuie with no errors. If students cannot pass the test, the journalism department suggests taking a typing

class at a junior college.

;

Those departments taking part in
the course are home economics, biology. sociology, social work, philosophy, economics, history, political science, journalism, English and religion.

The course will also feature guest
speakers from outside the TCU community.

semester

credit hour

class will be offered at 3:30 p.m. each

Tuesday and Thursday. The class will
satisfy an upper-level elective requirement
quisites.

without

requiring

prere-

past interdisciplinary courses.
“The only difference
and

past

organization.

The organization is headed by
entertainment and broadcast professionals who feel U.S. policies toward that region reflect fundamental misunderstandings of

other countries and their people.

See Farrell, Page 3

who really want to be in it,” Fort explained. “We don’t want people in it
just because it is the ‘in’ thing to do.”

serving as their thesis coordinators, so

Fort said the course will consider

aware of the world hunger problem in

in this class

interdisciplinary

courses

is

that we will not have 200 students,”

Pritchard said. “The upper limit will
be 75 students.”

“We want people to be in the class

to speak.”
Fort said people have become more

all problem areas of world hunger.

the past five years than ever before.

Course lectures will range from the
physical effects of hunger on the body

He said he thinks it is exciting to see
the issue more “in the air.”

to philosophies about hunger, he said.
“What

I would

ultimately

like to

see is hunger end,” Fort said. “I know
the first step to ending
education.

hunger

is

forces which keep hunger in our
world,” he said.
Pritchard

said

students

Fort said that every day 35,000 humans in the world starve to death.

“That's 24 a minute, and 18 of them
are children,” Fort said. “There are
certain issues that will only go away if

“My hope is that as people get educated, they will feel motivated to take
what they have learned and apply it,
so they can aid in opposing those

who

take

the course will be required to keep a

Pritchard said students should be
aware that fewer students will be able
to sign up for the course compared to

journal “based on the things they will
be reading and hearing in class.”
Another course requirement will
be to write a major research paper on

some aspect of world or local hunger,
she said.
“Students will work with one of the

lecturing professors in the class,”
Pritchard said. “The lecturers will be

you push them in people’s faces over
and over again.”
Fort said he hopes the course will
generate

a greater

interest

punctuation

(test),

He said he also hopes that those

There will be a meeting Thursday
concerning the plans for Hunger
Week 1986 in Room 218 of the Student Center at 3:30 p.m.
Fort said he encourages anyone in-

terested in aiding the cause of world
hunger to make plans to attend.

not journalistic

(for the test).”

Doug Newsom, chair of the journalism department, said students who
fail the test or feel they are not adequately prepared could receive help
by taking “Conventions of Written
English,” course No. 1200.
Students taking this course will receive no university credit, though
they will be charged $516, the full rate
for three-hour course.
Fred Erisman, head of the English
t, said this course is the
newest, most basic course in the Enish department and is designed to
help students with “rudimentary
The GSP and typing tests will be
offered at least twice every spring and
Pe

afternoon
for the

‘some last minute adjustments as they enter the Robert mony of

Mortar Board..
#

the

who will be unable to take the class
will still take an interest in the cause.

style. Any traditional grammar book
should provide adequate preparation

* Typing classes are not offered at

in

world hunger issue.

test, has to be passed with a minimum
score of 75. The GSP test is accompanied by 4 writing component segment
which also must be completed with a
passing mark.
The journalism department's information sheet on the changes for
journalism majors describes the test
as a “standard grammar, spelling and
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is those people who don’t that
hurts.”
Farrell actively fights on the side
of those who oppose U.S. military
intervention in Central America
and in other political causes.
He is the national spokesperson
and chairman for CONCERN, an
international Irish-based refugee

hunger problem

the class who really
want people in it just
to do.’
professor of religion

The

and everyone makes a difference; it

in Central America and not just re-

they don’t know or understand, so

New course to investigate
By Alea Cooke

a damn are cop-outs. Everything

want to be challenged or bothered

Farrell suggested that students

J Dally Skiff / Jacquelyn Torbert

believes that one persons vote or
rights as an individual aren’t worth

about issues. They have different
priorities, pressures and social activities at TCU which keep them
away from good speakers like Mike
Farrell,” he said.
“I was very impressed by Far-

look into peace delegations from

department to “curtail the number of
majors’ were approved by the TCU
Courses of Study Committee April 4.
The changes have drawn varied remarks from students, educators and

| INSIDE

students, and by doing so made ita
more relaxing evening,” said Troy
Moore, fraternity and program
adviser.
“But I was very disappointed in
the student turnout,” Moore said.
“We could have easily filled these
600 seats. Maybe it's student
apathy.
“It seems that students don’t

added.

can

“I'm offended when people don’t
register to vote, because it’s the
responsibility of every citizen to do
so,” Farrell said. “Anybody who

the forum up to the questions from

them or argue against them, but
don’t sit back and do nothing,” he

in

Libya,” Speakes said. “These air
strikes have been completed and our
aircraft are returning.”
4
Speakes would not discuss casualties or damage. He said “we took every precaution” to ensure that no civi-

stressing that one individual
make the difference.

Farrell's presentation because it

we don’t go around making arbitrary decisions. When policy decisions have to be made, take the
responsibility to either support

a series of carefully planned air strikes

called “Citizen,” with the message

not sold out as anticipated.
wasn't strictly a lecture; he opened

and values on which this country
was based.
“Let's inform ourselves so that

among the targets.
“U.S. military forces have executed

the

Fel-

port the basic precepts, concepts

he said in explaining the operation
which Speakes called “a series of carefully planned air strikes.”
NBC and CBS News said that Khadafy’s headquarters in Tripoli was

citizen involvement, the forum was
“I was very pleased with Mike

inform themselves about world
affairs.
“We as Americans should and
must take our citizenship seriously,” Farrell said. “It's more than
just being patriotic. We must sup-

told reporters that U.S.

wait passively” for Libyan leader

n and

in

the political issues of today and to

secretary.

He recently served as executive
producer on a documentary film,

Although Farrell spoke about

lowship Hall to get involved with

“We cannot afford to sit back and

y

believer

versity Christian Church

top spokesman

ist infrastructure— the command and
control systems, intelligence, communications, logistics: and training
facilities.”

against

avid

have just said that Mike

Farrell of “MASH” will be speaking,” Wyman added.
Farrell has combined his professional career with his personal life.

rell said.

students in attendance at the Uni-

military jets struck at Libya's “terror-

Moammar

Com-

citizen participation, urged the 275

announced Monday night.
Deputy

an

should

government operates consistently
with the ideals of this nation,” Far-

mittee.

(AP)- The United

Reagan's

Forums

Price or Kurt Vonnegut. Maybe we

time they want to do something.
We must make sure first that the

political activism—in a lecture sponsored by the TCU

ports from television news.
“I expected more students to
come out, like we had for Vincent

better in-

formed of the world around them.
“It’s not our duty as citizens to
give the president or any member
of Congress a blank check every

Staff Writer

\, States, acting to “pre-empt and dis"> courage” Libyan terrorism, carried
out a series of air strikes against Libya,
President

that they will become

By Kevin Marks
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Don’t make decision to live in littered world
can or one McDo-

nald’s cup on the
ground, you are
making the decision

Susan
Crawford

only because so many people ‘are littering, but
also because they set bad examples for others
to follow and that breeds more litterbugs.
Motorists should put bags in their cars and
empty them periodically to help cut down on
roadside litter.

tion would not be necessary and the city could
put the money elsewhere. Like maybe on
beautifying our parks.
But until citizens decide to do their share,
the litter problem will mount. The costs of
trying to keep it clean will rise every morning

Other people are better about disposing of
trash. They have their spring cleanings every

you continue to toss your coffee cup out the

be

done.

However,

needed to keep America beautiful.
Susan Crawford
major.

by prosecutors in th
”
“The people in

is a senior, journalism

North

Texas,

are

wyer who worked
’ith the Justice De

Gretel would not have trouble finding their

need to pitch in to get the problem
control.

ing. This not only reduces litter, but also pre-

He said it’s no ac
the nation’s only reg
Justice Department

should cover their vehicles to prevent spill-

under

vents accidents caused by spilling debris.

The first step to cleaning up is realizing you

are guilty of littering. Consider an average

day.
On the way to work you grabbed a cup of

coffee from your neighborhood 7-eleven and
promptly tossed the Styrofoam cup from your

car. On lunch break, your Twinkie wrapper
joined the rest of the litter blowing around the
park in the wind and you didn’t even try to
catch it as it eased off the table.

Afternoon break comes and you decide to
have a Snickers, but you want to keep your car
neat, so you casually let the wrapper fall to the

ground.

‘7% ontinued from
irom an accredited

Fort Worth should tighten enforcement of
the litter laws. When people start having to
pay for the mess they're making they will
learn to be less careless.
People do respond when enforcement of
laws affects their billfolds, but more is needed
here. The societal attitude must change so the
habit of littering can change. To do this, people must be taught differently.

equal to those give

excused from the |
letter certifying the
The justification

%

Education is needed to control litter. Proper waste handling techniques should be

a woman throwing a used disposable diaper on
to yourself

about how awful it is to do that. Then you
remember the cup you threw out this morning. You convince yourself that it wasn’t so
bad.
But face it, 20 percent of all litter is attri-

buted to pedestrians and motorists. People
need to realize that this kind of irresponsibil.ity causes the litter problem to mount. Not

they will pay for their sloppiness later. They
must be taught today to ensure cleaner-cities
for the future.

who don't litter have to pay. Our city spends
must clean up behind irresponsible citizens.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Fraternity ends tradition

The only other reason seems to have been a
broad arbitrary concept that organizations
cannot draw attention to their group in a way
that may possibly be embarrassing.

Since graduating from TCU in May of 1984,

I have only begun to realize how special my
four years in attendance actually were. I found

Well, I must call upon students to hold to

the faculty, admininstration and student body
to be comprised of very special people, people
who have made a profound impact on my life.

Having been a member of the band, heavily
involved with KTCU, and most of all honored

their traditions. Beware fans of Frog Follies,
watch out for Phi Kap Man Day, be careful
Gravy Train participants at Sigma Chi Derby
Day, and watch that purple and white grease

as a member of Mortar Board, I truly felt that I
was part of tradition at TCU.

watched!

It is a shame that tradition means so little to
some of TCU’s faculty, staff and students.
Tradition is the mortar that binds the qualities
that make TCU so special.
I am not speaking of low student spirit or

academic enthusiasm, but of more subtle
signs of this contempt for tradition.
Members of Kappa Kappa Psi, the local
chapter of the national band fraternity, were
informed that they were no longer permitted
to carry their unusual oversized pledge paddles. These paddles bring forth as much pride
among pledges as curiosity among fellow students and all except one faculty member.

It is a shame that the Student Activities
administrators are so concerned with prevent-

paint at sporting events,

. . . you

are being

Student A-zivities w oiks hand 24 supporting
various programs and protecting students to a
certain degree. However, this slow, inconsistent deterioration of certain traditions will
continue as long as the administration of the
university makes its staff perceive that the
attracting of negative attention is detrimental
to the evaluation of their performance. This
results in harsh decisions being made as a
result of minor inquiries.
. Kappa Kappa Psi has no other alternative
but to abide by the wishes of the one faculty

member and two key figures of the Student
Activities office. That is just one of the many
ways they will continue to support the university. However, something will be missing
from the campus each spring about this time.
Many will miss it.

ing dissonance between themselves, faculty

and staff that they allowed the complaint of
one faculty member to found the decision to
eliminate a tradition that is not only special to
Kappa Psi, but is a tradition at TCU.

~Wayne P. Owen Jr.

Class of '84
Kappa Kappa Psi President 1983-84

is designed to offer a forum for thou ght, comment and insight concerning

campus, state and national issues. All letters and columns must be typed
and

double-spaced. Letters should be no longer than 300 words and must be signed.
Both letters and columns must be accompanied with the writer's classifi
cation,
major and telephone number.
Views expressed herein are solely those of the staff and contributors. Unsigned editorials represent staff consensus. Signed editorials are the opinions of
the writers.

The Skiffis a student publication produced by the Texas Christign University
Journalism department and published Tuesday through Friday of the semester
year, except for review and finals weeks and holidays.
:
The Skiff is a member of The Associated Press.
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Americans adopt
For years, the American public has been fascinated
with the activities of the British royal family. The royal
wedding of Prince Charles and Lady Diana was a major
media event, the two subsequent royal births have been
front page news, and the royal couple’s visit to Washington D.C. dominated nightly newscasts.
Members of the glamorous royal family are constantly
and relentlessly being! scrutinized by reporters and
photographers. Plastic surgeons all over the United
States have speculated on whether or not Princess Diana
secretly underwent a royal nose job. People want to know
when Queen Elizabeth plans to abdicate the throne to
Prince Charles.

So it’s not surprising that when Prince Andrew recently

ROTC
By Bruce

felt in the areas of
admissions,” accord

roel Jamil
announced his engagement to Sarah Ferguson, cameras
were rolling. Americans watched eagerly as the newly
engaged couple grinned into each others eyes, and then,
finally, kissed in front of the swarm of press people who
showed up for the occasion.
All this has made us wonder just why we hold on to this
fascination? Is it the Old World traditions that surround
the Windsors? Or is it just that they are a particularly
fascinating group of people?

but a war

The attack never came. I then found the
remainder of my platoon. We cautiously

where the bullets only sound real and no one
is killed.

moved into our position for the attack on the
enemy base, only to find it had started without

have fun. But fun wasn’t the purpose of the
maneuvers, education was.

Yes, in some ways it was a pretend war. The

base, the TCU and UTA cadets gathered
around to critique each other's actions.

Two weekends ago, I took a trip that would
rate as an ultimate fantasy adventure for a
young boy.

The

adventure

Cabo Frio
Spyrogyra
John Jarvis
Chet Atkin:
Wynton Ma

dent Reagan is a colorful leader, but a king he is not.

perience before their summertime advanced

to war.

Mannheim
Skywalk

We say probably not. A more likely reason may be that
the United States has merely adopted the royal family as
its own.
The United States doesn’t have a royal family of
their own. Instead, we have the Reagan's. Sure, Presi-

low my feet as I loaded a magazine into my
M-16 rifle. Two minutes later I was on the
ground, adrenaline at a lifetime high, waiting
for the enemy to attack our landing zone.

I went

ARTIS

adventure learning experience

Capehart

Not a real war,

with

TCU’s

us. After another platoon had captured the

Later in the afternoon, we moved out and

ROTC

unit

started at 5:30 a.m. on Saturday. The plan was

for our battalion to be airlifted into Fort Wolters, which is west of Fort Worth, and fight a
series of battles against UT-Arlington’s ROTC
unit.

The helicopter ride to Fort Wolters was
nothing short of incredible. Sitting in a box
that flies 100 miles per hour at 2,100 feet with
only a seat belt (no doors!) between you and
the ground is a breathtaking way to spend a

launched an attack against another enemy
position. It was at this battle where I think I

became a casualty. On a charge across an open
area, I heard a machine gun fire. I believe I
was the target, even though I'll never know
for sure.

And so ends the first day. An uneventful
night, except for one cadet rousting a copperhead snake from her tent, ushered in the next

morning, complete with a semi-warm meal of

Saturday morning.

sausage and eggs. Semi-warm? Better than
cold, other cadets said.

Just before we hit the ground, the pilot
dropped the ship to an altitude of 100 feet. I
watched the west Texas geography blow be-

Sunday was spent doing a series of tactical
exercises, called tacs lanes. They are designed
to give the third-year students practical ex-

BLOOM

Cathy Chapman and Adele Kohl
asenrnnen

&

pretend things about a real war.

The TCU Daily Skiff welcomes letters to the editor and guest columns.
The page

Pesveres rst

A

real thing is nothing like what I did, but the
weekend's activities showed me some non-

TCU DAILY SKIFF

erious need” to re
of journalism major
change-of-prograi

ism department's c

Glean

City Inc., just one of many organizations that
If everyone did his or her share, this organiza-

¥

journalism.
A The effects of th

However, litter not only deprives cities of
beauty, it costs the taxpayers. Even the ones
almost $15,000 a year on Fort Worth

Courses of Study Cc
ing the entrance re

leased by the journ:
The official uni
sheets listed 363 ad
time faculty and 51
for majors and min

taught in schools. Youth should be taught ab-

out the harmful side effects of litter and how

While driving home from work, you notice

Editors in Chief
Ad Manager

Last year, about |
nation’s 6,000 tax ca:

they

house.
Motorists who haul trash or other matter

and you comment

Volunteers are

and 1983.

should

trash daily. When this trash is not properly
disposed of, it becomes litter.
Individuals, communities and businesses

the freeway,

and children, starting in their own neighborhoods. Businesses should contribute time,

Involvement is the answer.

here are more will
case before a jury, fe

on the way to the site.
Because of the trail of toys, broken kitchen
utensils and worn out hair dryers, Hansel and

year and haul the trash to a dump site. That is
what

Sa————
SOCiety of today
makes it easy for every man, woman and child
in the Metroplex to generate five pounds of

should organize clean-up parties for adults

to the overall

carelessly forget to put a cover over their truck

to live in a littered
disposable

litter at least one day a month. Communities

service and financial grants
program of litter reduction.

more assertive and r
battle with the gove
other part of the co
Davis, a prominent |

world.
The frantic, fast-

food,

window. The key is pitching in.
Individuals should be responsible with
their trash and should commit to picking up

COUNTY

LOOKIT HERE.. HA/ SURELY
MN DOUBTA AN AMERICAN
COMMUNIST

Anthony B:
These and
KTCU 88.7

and all day

training camp.

I really enjoyed the weekend. In spite of
sore legs, cactus needles, and the infamous
MRE (meal, ready-to-eat), I found time to

gf?

And the cadets sure did get an education.
My respect has to go to the officers and non-

commissioned officers of TCU'’s military science department. Their professionalism and
knowledge impressed me as they offered their
knowledge to the TCU cadets.
The

military

science

instructers efforts

show. After all, good teachers usually foster
good students. The cadets’ leadership and
professionalism had to be one of the most
striking observations I made last weekend.
In the final analysis, though, I learned one
very important lesson. I don’t think I have
what it takes to be a professional soldier. I've
seen the problems these soldiers faced, and
this wasn’t even a real war. The leaders who
were there handled adverse situations well,
and they've decided fo serve our country, and
I think we would have trouble trying to find
better.
Bruce Capehart

major.

is a junior,

biochemistry

by Berke Breathed
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When you make
the decision to
throw one candy
wrapper, one beer
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ans willing to battle IRS
Y

Tex

(AP) The rugged, law-

id spirited battles between Texans
Hp

hd

the Internal

more confident, more assertive and more willing
to do battle with the government than any other
part of the country.’
BOB DAVIS, Dallas tax defense lawyer

Revenue Service,

giving the region sone colorful tax
evasion and fraud cases.
The IRS's eight-state Southwest region, including Texas, had the nation's highest ratio of tax trial convic-

the overall
lunteers are

tions to guilty pleas, indicating people
here are more willing to fight their
case before a jury, federal officials say.
Last year, about 14 percent of the
nation’s 6,000 tax cases were initiated
by prosecutors in this region.
“The people in Texas, especially

A

1.
journalism

North

Texas,

are

more

confident,

more assertive and more willing to do
battle with the government than any
other part of the country,” said Bob
Davis, a prominent Dallas tax defense

wyer who worked as a tax prosecutor
“ith the Justice Department in 1982

avoided paying taxes on about $1 million in income from 1976 to 1979.
Prosecutors said the protest leader,
Jerome Daly of Bloomington, Minn.,
convinced the pilots they could turn
their salaries over to the Basic Bible

“The people in Texas, especially North Texas, are

less heritage of frontier days lives on

“The people like to fight,” he said.
“It's the Wild West spirit. It's still
here to some extent.”
Tax battles in Dallas have included
high-profile trials and, in some cases,
spin-off charges of extortion and

Church of America, of which Daly was

But Rovinsky, a former IRS investigator, testified during his trial that the
money he was accused of stealing was
actually secret compensation for carrying

out

a series

of tax-evasion

schemes. He was acquitted.
A year later, Rovinsky was on trial

bribery.

Dallas-based Zale Corp., the
world’s largest retail jeweler, agreed
to pay the government $20.8 million
in 1982 to settle a six-year investiga-

tion into what federal authorities first
said was a $78 million tax-avoidance
scheme.

and 1983.

Zale acknowledged it owed some
back taxes when it fired its treasurer,

He said it's no accident Dallas has
the nation’s only regional office of the
Justice Department tax division.

accusing him of misappropriating

Sol Shearn

Robinsky,

in 1976, after

again on charges he extorted $200,000
from late Zale board chairman Ben
Lipshy to cover up tax misconduct.
He was convicted by a judge, but the
ruling was later overturned.
Another notable Dallas-area case,

concluded in 1983, was the longest
criminal tax trial on record. After 20
weeks of testimony, a federal jury
found that seven former Braniff Inter-

$600,000.

national pilots, led by a national tax
protest movement leader, had

sheet.

ism field.

“pope and archbishop,” and then exercise total exemption from federal
taxes.
Daly was sentenced to 16 years in
prison and fined $95,000. The pilots
received penalties ranging from 24 to

30 months
$5,000.

in prison and fines of

Other notable Dallas cases include

Lester Irvin Reeves, a member of the
tax protest group Posse Comitatus,
who filed a $250,000 common law lien
against the Denton County home of
an IRS investigator in 1983.

A federal appeals court ruling found
Reeves “had acted with the intention
of securing, benefits for himself.” He
received a three-year prison sent-

ence.

ntrance requirements force selectivity

1% ontinued from Page 1

rom an accredited journalism school
The sheet also noted that other deequal to those given at TCU will be partments may be affected as students
excused from the requirement by a go into other areas of study, but, in

the word out” to new and current students about the changes, she said.

the department's view, “most journal-

“Once the word does get out that

The justification presented to the ism majors will just seek another uniCourses of Study Committee for alter- versity.”
Students, educators and working
ing the entrance requirements was “a
erious need” to reduce the number journalists offered differing opinions
of journalism majors, according to the on the new testing requirements.

you need to have these skills, and we

letter certifying the passing grade.

%

¥

re-

“This (testing) is not an unreason-

leased by the journalism department.
The official university advising
sheets listed 363 advisees for six fulltime faculty and 517 existing folders

able expectation,” Newsom said. “In

change-of-program

statement

¥

for majors and minors in the field of
journalism.
A The effects of the changes will be

science, the understanding is, you
already must have math skills before
you enter the course. So, we're just
aligning ourselves with other departments.”
Newsom said the journalism de-

The Admissions Office is “getting

(in the department) are serious about
it, the. serious-minded students will
know they must be prepared. We are

trying to get rid of the non-serious
journalism students,” Newsom said.
“We have too many (remedial) students. We don’t mind an excess of

skillful students. We

can manage,”

she said. “But, we have too many students who aren't efficient and who
slow our teaching down.
“We (as journalism teachers) have

felt in the areas of “recruitment and
admissions,” according to the journal-

partment

dents to be aware of the basic skills

been spending too much time in the
classroom teaching remedial English

ism department's change of program

they would need to enter the journal-

instead of journalism. This is causing

wanted

prospective

stu-
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1e advanced

and all day Saturday.

is not.

he infamous
ind time to
rpose of the

“In Texas, they are trying to raise
the standards state-wide, across the
board. The no-pass, no-play rule in
high school and the raising of college
standards are both happening at the
same time,” Brewer said.
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Continued from Page 1
A member of Amnesty International for 11 vears, Farrell has
traveled to El Salvador, Honduras
and Nicaragua as part of a human
rights fact-finding delegation. He
has talked to people on both sides
of the conflict
After seeing the political situation in Nicaragua first-hand. Farrell said President Reagan must
change his foreign policies in that
region.

“It galls me to see my tax dollars
going down

“It takes courage to stand up and

say,

‘Hey,

Mr.

to Nicaragua to be used

for weapons dnd military training,”
Farrell said. “It is my money that is
buying the weapons. It is my
money that is killing innocent people. It is my country that is responsible for what is happening
there.
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Farrell said people who care and
believe in equal justice for all and
the rights of individuals to exist can

surely make this a “better place.”
But the evening wasn’t all poliled

“the

best

TV

series

ever,”

“MASH.”

was about the
“MASH’
triumphs of human spirit and independence. It showed how war
hurts and that blood doesn’t spill
without cost. It was about people
and fun,” Farrell said.
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enacted. But, she said she was concerned about some of the students
who might be adversely affected.
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Newsom said.
She said the teachers wanted the
changes because too many students
see journalism as an easy field.
Kim Brewer, a Star-Telegram higher education reporter, said she could
“see the reasons’ for the changes and
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Staff Writer
The TCU baseball team struck out
this weekend, losing a three-game
series to the Houston Cougars in Fort
Worth.

“We just couldn’t seem to close the
door on those people,” said TCU
assistant coach Dave Schmotzer. “We

always seemed to be just a base hit
away (from winning).”
For the Frogs, it may as well have
been a million miles away.

In the first game, TCU pitcher Tim
Mauser gave up four runs in the first
inning to begin the Frogs’ weekend

woes.

Basso attempts to run down TCU's Darrin Roberts in

Frogs smash Baylor, Tech
nation.

By Rusty McCaskey

TCU'’s Neil Broad, ranked No. 47 in

“This is a crucial weekend because
we need to hold our position to have a

Staff Writer

the nation, also had a good weekend.

chance for the NCAA

The TCU men’s tennis team,
currently ranked 10th in the nation,
overcame its recent player injuries to

Broad defeated Baylor's Paul Ezell in
straight sets with the second set being
decided in a tie breaker, 6-3, 7-6
Scott Meyers, John Baker and Jose

Baker said. “I think that we should
have less of a problem against Tech.”

play an excellent weekend of tennis
and win two crucial matches.
TCU defeated Baylor in Fort
Worth Friday afternoon by a score of
7-2, and then blanked the Texas Tech
Red Raiders 9-0 Saturday.
“I think that Coach Bartzen was a
little worried that this match could
have been close, but I didn’t think
that Baylor would have won more
than three matches from us,” said
John Baker, who played in the No. 4
position for TCU against Baylor.
Tom Mercer, TCU’s No. 1 player,
is recovering from an injured ankle,
but he still managed to defeat Baylor's
Glenn Dickerson in three sets, 6-2,
2-6, 6-2.

The Head Intercollegiate Tennis
Standings ranks Mercer No. 21 in the

Marques—Neto

each defeated

his

opponent in straight sets.
Doug Gleason suffered the only
loss in singles play for the Frogs.
Baylor's Craig Chandler defeated
Gleason, 6-1, 6-3.
In doubles action, Broad and Mercer were handed TCU'’s only doubles
defeat, by Baylor's Bob Henderson
and Craig Chandler. Broad and Mercer lost the first set, 6-3, but had
come back to lead the second, 5-3.
But Henderson and Chandler gained
momentum and finally won the
second set in a tie breaker, 7-5.
In other doubles play, Baker and
Meyers as well as Marques-Neto and
and Gleason had little difficulty with
their matches, winning in straight

As Baker had predicted, TCU had

little trouble with the Texas Tech Red
Raiders.
In singles action, there was only
one match that went all three sets.
Marques-Neto won the first set,
struggled in the second, but finally
put away Texas Tech's Luis Segovia in
the final set, 6-2.
In the closest doubles match, Baker
and Meyers found themselves down
ofr the first set, 6—3. They were
able to pull themselves together and
win the second set, 6-3. The last set
was settled in yet another tie breaker.
Baker and Mevers held on to win,

a

pt
FORMALILVEAR

“They(the men) have a good team,”
said Ron Damron, Tech's head coach.

PROFESSIONALS

was walked.
Wilmot then hit a three-run shot
over the left field fence off reliever
Mike Walker, bringing the Frogs to
within two, 7-5. Two more men

reached base for the Frogs with only
one

But TCU just couldn't come up
with the big hit to drive in another
run. Stone struck out and third baseman Chris Cauley popped out to end
the inning.
The Frogs had a final chance to win
in the ninth inning. Leftfielder Lew
Williams tripled to begin the inning.

A sacrifice by Walker brought in Williams, making it 7-6.
But that was the last scoring run.

Jackson
struck
In
game,
TCU

Shortstop Fred Benavides was hit
by a pitch, putting runners on first
and second. Centerfielder Steve
Stone then drove in Roberts with a
sharp hit to center field.
Houston

scored

once

again in the

top of the eighth to increase its lead to
7-2.

out.

popped

out and Wilmot

out to end the game.
the first inning of the second
the Cougars took a 2-0 lead dh
starter Glen Serviente.

After giving

up two

more

runs in

the second, Serviente was relieved by
Kerry Knox. Houston led after oneand-a-half innings, 4-0.
TCU scored in the bottom of the
second, making the score 4-1. Runs
by both teams in the third made the
score 5-2.

pemmmmmmmm,

STUDENT LOANS, $25,000 maximum, 8%
simple interest, 10 years to repay. No age
limit, no credit check. Insurance plan. Mr
Hayes, 214-387-8372

732-8499

scored once again, resulting in a final

TEXAS (AP)leaders are linin

score of 7-6, Houston.

President Reagar

TCU fared little better in the final
game, but this time TCU scored first.
Roberts and Stone scored for the
Frogs in the bottom of the second,

2

'

propelling TCU to a 2-0 lead.
Then the Cougars began to nibble
runs
third.
fifth,
skins

off starter Scott Deskins in
Then they struck again in
scoring one run and forcing
out of the game. He was

the
the
Dere-

dafy’s governme:
“Unfortunately
ary strikes are go

4 bringing shout

placed by Mauser.

. Bentsen

Houston scored again in the top of
the eighth making the final score 4-2.

“We just couldn't get key hits to

cularly

But U.S. Sen
Texas, said he su
; » adding the Unite

but we just couldn't do it.”
TCU'’s next game will be against the
Razorbacks in Arkansas. TCU needs
to win in order to stay in the race for

W

ong

COUPON
EXPIRES

PER

'

lished a new poli
rorism.

the fourth post-season spot.

“If nations har

“If we're going to do it (make the
playoffs) we're going to need a hero to

terrorists

step up and lead us,” Schmotzer said.
“We'll need some heroic efforts.”

,
House Majorit)
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FOR SUMMER. 2-bedroom apartment near
TCU, all bills paid, pool. 926-1948.
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score,” Schmotzer said. “They were
really a bunch of fighters out there,
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THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO

BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you re partof a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the i
The gold bar
on the right means you command
re
as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Fst
portunities, PO. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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A Game

3021

Texe

But in the seventh inning, Houston

MONEY TO LOAN

TYPING

COPIES

7-6.

“They just outplayed us today.”

sets.

S————

tournament,”

Supak. Second baseman Brent Barker
then drove Walker in with a single
before the Cougars ended the inning.
TCU came back in the seventh with
a single to left field by designated hitter Darrin Roberts.

Barker

singled, and catcher Bubba Jackson

{

Knox.
TCU started a rampage in the bottom of the fifth, hammering Houston
starter Paul Kuzniar for four runs and
tying the score at 6-6.

>

the first game of a double-header Saturday. The
Cougars swept the Frogs in the three-game series.

Oh, no you don’t - Houston third baseman Mike

ker tripled off Houston starter Jody

However, Thorpe was thrown out
trying to steal second. Then

A run in the top of the fourth upped
Houston's score by one. Third baseman Cauley then came in to pitch for

-o

TCU Dally Skiff / Joe Williams

The Cougars struck again in the
fourth inning, scoring twice—once off
Mauser, and once off Mauser’s replacement, Jim Bane.
TCU finally scored in the bottom of
the sixth. Rightfielder Bernard Wal-

In the bottom of the eighth, an
error put Walker dn first, and Darren
Thorpe was put in as a pinch-runner
in hopes of sparking some offensive
fire.
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PUBLICATIONS WANTS YOU

The TCU Student Publications Committee will be meeting
uesday, April 29, to elect editors for the TCU Daily Skiff and
mage and to select an advertising manager to serve student
publications.
Any student
who meets these quidelines
may apply for
editor:
1. Have and maintain
a 2.5 GPA.
2. Have satisfactorily completed at least three courses in Journal:
ism or have equivalent study or experience as judged by the

COMPENSATION:

The televisior

Editors will receive up to 16 hours tuition for the semester
served. The Ad Manager will receive half tition (8 hours) plus

commissions on all advertising sold and serviced after full pay-

|:

lar name on tl
heading toward:
of actors? See [

ment is received.

OTHER POSITIONS (NON-ELECTED STAFF):
Other students interested in serving in staff positions on student publications should also fill out an application for consideration.

¥
TO APPLY:
Chairman of the Journalism Department.
Pick up an‘application from the Student Publications secretary
Any student who meets these guidelines may apply for
in Room 2938S, Moudy Building, or the Journalism Department
ad manager of student publications:
secreiaty in Room 2565. Rem completed forms by tie deadline,
1. Have and maintain a 2.5 GPA.
2. Have taken the Ad Principles course or enroll in it while

break a politicia
«4 beginning
to che

—
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